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Title: A cluster analysis of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease in a dusty area cohort identified three subgroups

This manuscript reports on an analysis of 203 members of the CODA cohort in Korea.

Major Comments

Major 1: The statistical methods employed for this analysis are unclear. The variables included in the PCA are stated and the PCA method is described but the authors then used the PCA results to perform a clustering analysis and that aspect is not well described. Stating "Hierarchical cluster analysis using Wards method was performed with principle factors extracted from factor analysis" is not sufficient for the reader to understand the methodology.

Major 2: this comment also relates to the PCA analysis, specifically the selection criteria used to choose the variables included. [A] The reader would benefit from the authors showing the correlational structure of the variables before the PCA analysis was performed. [B] The reader would benefit from knowing how the variables were transformed in order to be included in the PCA as highly variable variables will drive factors. [C] the authors report a KMO statistic of 0.593 which indicates a poor measure of sampling adequacy. The Bartlett's test is significant but the ratio of rows (203) to variables (15) is not less than 5 (13.8) indicating a tendency for the test to be significant even when the variable selection for the PCA may not be appropriate. Also four of the PCA factors have less than three variables loading strongly suggesting that the factors may not be reliable. The authors should consider performing a KMO index calculation for each variable in order to assess their inclusion. This reference briefly discusses that approach, how to interpret the results and how to alter the PCA itself if necessary https://eric.univ-lyon2.fr/~ricco/tanagra/fichiers/en_Tanagra_KMO_Bartlett.pdf

Major 3: the delta outcomes of interest to the analysis, FEV1, mMRC and CAT score are included in the PCA, the authors should discuss how this might affect the association between factors that include each and how they relate to the change in those variables over time. I don't believe that it's inappropriate to look at change in variables included in a PCA derived factor but the change variable is not independent of the PCA in this case and the reader would benefit from considering this.

Minor Comments
1) There are minor language usage edits that the authors should consider for clarity, for instance page 4, line 21 "The initial questionnaire included the data of demographics, disease history..." would read better as "The initial questionnaire included demographics, disease history...". This is not the only example and the authors should consider further editorial steps.

2) In table 1 the first and second row label are inverted, Eigenvalues are not typically in the range of percent variance explained (also the label for "% variance" should be "% variance explained").

3) The footers for each table and figure should include the statistical test resulting in the p value reported so that the table and figure can stand alone without reference back to the methods sections for clarity for the reader.

**Are the methods appropriate and well described?**
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**Does the work include the necessary controls?**
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**Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?**
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.
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